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HISTORY

Let me tell you about Martian Cake: Through his telescope, a Martian sees an Earthman approaching in
a rocket, and wants to make him feel at home. So he bakes a cake. Unfortunately, all he knows about
cake is what he's seen through his telescope, so he substitutes local ingredients. It looks beautiful, but
the Earthman is immediately poisoned upon eating it.

That's the design conceit of this game. What might Chess look like if it were "re-created" by someone
who's had glance at the game, but never learned the rules and doesn't even quite remember what the
pieces look like, or even what size the board is? He knows that the pieces move differently from one
another, and one piece is more important, but that's about it. As a result, this game is played on a 6x6
board and the movement of every piece has changed (other than the General, which moves as a King).
"Design conceit" aside, I invented the game because I had built a very beautiful 6x6 physical board and
pieces, and just wanted something different to play on it. I made the pieces visually unique because
playing it with Chess pieces is mildly confusing (though it can be done).

It's named Lyra merely because I like the name.

As might be expected, this isn't "Earth cake" (Chess). However, the game has been played and the rules have 
been tweaked to the point where I think it’s gone beyond interesting to become engaging. After creating the 
game in 2018, I built a Zillions of Games ruleset and playtested it there. I ran both human vs. computer and 
computer vs. computer games. I also played it on my physical board with others. The results of the original game
showed that since the pieces are more similar in strength than in Chess, a game tended to be either cautious 
dancing or a bloodbath, and draws were common. In short, it wasn’t terribly interesting to play. However, that 
changed when I read of a Jetan variant where combat rules are introduced instead of straight replacement. It 
makes all the difference, and that method of play is now the official means of playing Lyra. The conceit here is 
that the game is ‘properly’ played with live soldiers who are instructed to engage in hand-to-hand combat. 
Although the more experienced officers have a distinct advantage, it is by no means certain that they will prevail.

Such is war.
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Illustration 1: Lyra Game in progress



WINNING CONDITION
Capture the opposing General.  

GENERAL MOVEMENT
1. Movement is by stepping, not sliding.
2. Captains, Lieutenants, and some promoted Assassins can jump over a friendly Soldier (see 

below).
3. An Officer can jump over a friendly piece. Only a promoted Assassin can jump over an enemy 

piece.
4. There is no en passant.
5. There is no castling.
6. There is no check or checkmate. The General is allowed to face a threat head-on.

GENERAL CAPTURES
1. All pieces capture by replacement as a result of combat (see Combat, below).
2. All pieces capture in the direction of movement.
3. An Assassin promotes upon capturing an opposing piece (see Assassin, below).

COMBAT
Each piece has an attack strength and a defense strength as listed in their description. Except for the 
Soldier, the defense strength is one die less than the attack strength. To deal with attack and defense, 
each player should have one of each of the following dice: d4, d6, d8, d10, and d12. It’s best if these 
are colored dark and light, similar to the playing pieces. Combat proceeds as follows:

1. The attacking player threatens an opposing piece by announcing his intention to capture. In 
Chess, you’d simply take the piece. In Lyra, you fight.

2. Each player chooses the appropriate die as described for their piece and roll simultaneously. 
(see Pieces, below).

3. If the attacker’s roll is higher, the defending piece is removed and the attacking piece takes its 
place. Otherwise, it’s a ‘push’, no one wins, the pieces stay where they are, and the attacker’s 
turn is over.

Note: You may think that the attacker's piece should be removed if the defender's roll is higher, but play
testing shows that it's enough of a penalty that the attacker has effectively wasted a turn on the attack. 
I've seen the defender ignore several failed attacks in order to strengthen his position while the 
attacker’s position remains stagnant. It's a big advantage. Nevertheless, you could try this as a variant 
(see Variant Rules) and see for yourself.
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PIECES
In ascending order of rank:

SOLDIER

• The Soldier moves and captures one step
orthogonally forward or to the side.

• On reaching the last rank, the Soldier promotes to
a Lieutenant.

• The Soldier Attacks and defends with a d4.

Note: Soldiers always expect that they’ll be used as
cannon fodder. They attack and defend at the same
strength.

LIEUTENANT

• The Lieutenant moves one or two steps diagonally,
or one step orthogonally forward or back.

• The Lieutenant does not promote.
• The Lieutenant attacks with a d6 and defends with

a d4.

Note: Lieutenants are no better than Soldiers at defending
themselves. According to some Soldiers, that’s giving the
Lieutenants more credit than they’ve earned.
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CAPTAIN

• The Captain moves one or two steps
orthogonally, or one step diagonally forward.

• The Captain does not promote.
• The Captain attacks with a d8 and defends with a

d6.

Note: Captains are powerful and have reach. You want
them in the endgame.

ASSASSIN

• The Assassin moves one step diagonally or one
step orthogonally side-to-side.

• When it captures an opposing piece, the Assassin
also gains the movement of that piece. It only
retains the movement of itself and the last piece it
captured. The captured piece is held at the side of
the board to indicate the new movement.

• When the Assassin subsequently captures another
opposing piece, only the movement of the last
captured piece is added to its own. It loses the
movement of the previously captured piece.

• A promoted Assassin can jump enemy pieces as
well as friendly pieces.

• The Assassin attacks with a d10 and defends with
a d8.

Note: Because the Assassin can become so powerful when it captures an opposing piece, it begins as 
being relatively weak, and especially vulnerable to approaching Soldiers. 
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GENERAL

• The General moves one space in any direction.
• The General does not promote.
• The General attacks with a d12 and defends with

a d10.
• When the General is captured, the game is over.

Note: Although the General isn’t defenseless, don’t lose
sight of the fact that losing him loses the game. Those
with guts get the glory.
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OPENING POSITION
• White

◦ Soldiers on a2, b2, c2, d2, e2, f2
◦ Lieutenants on a1, f1
◦ Captains on b1, e1
◦ Assassin on c1
◦ General on d1

• Black
◦ Soldiers on a5, b5, c5, d5, e5, f5
◦ Lieutenants on a6, f6
◦ Captains on b6, e6
◦ General on c6
◦ Assassin on d6
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Illustration 2: Lyra board showing the opening position. Polyhedral dice are not shown, but required.



STRATEGY

The most important thing to remember is that Lyra is not Chess. Very little of what you know about Chess is 
going to help you here, beyond some very general rules of thumb such as maximizing your mobility and keeping
pieces defended. In particular, there is no onus whatsoever for a player to announce check.  There is no 
checkmate here, as a General can fight himself out of a trap that in Chess would be absolutely hopeless. It's a 
fight to the death, and in combat the General is the strongest man on the board.

Lyra has some other interesting features to keep in mind:

• The Assassin piece takes on the movement of the last piece it captured in addition to its own. It's helpful 
to place the captured piece at the side of the board to remember this. Also, a promoted Assassin can 
jump enemy pieces. (It is an Assassin, after all.) Since the Assassin only takes on the moves of the last 
captured piece in addition to its own, it’s sometimes useful to forego a capture to retain movement.

• Soldiers do not move or capture like pawns. There is no choice in promotion... Soldiers always promote 
to Lieutenant. It's helpful to make a couple of extra Lieutenants when building a set to allow for this.

• Officers (Lieutenants and Captains -- and Assassins who have captured either of them) can step over 
friendly pieces. 

• The pieces are designed to have weak spots. Proper play should exploit them.
• With Lyra's smaller board, the pieces engage much more quickly than in Chess, so there is no need for 

the two-step option of an opening Pawn move or en-passant. Also, since officers can step over friendly 
pieces at any time, there is no castling, and nothing like a Knight. Since movement is generally limited 
to a maximum of two steps, you won't generally find a lot of back-field infiltration in this game. It's very
much a field of battle with a definite front. 

• The dice bring the uncertainty of battle into a chess-like game. It can be a nail-biter.

There are two basic strategies that can prove effective. The first is to take advantage of the leaping ability of 
your officers to get them onto the field quickly. This allows you to clear some room to allow Soldiers to promote
to Lieutenants in the endgame. The second is to use your Soldier early, holding back higher ranking officers for 
the endgame. Even though a Soldier is relatively weak in battle, it does stand a good chance against a Lieutenant,
and has a better-than-nothing chance against any other piece. In either strategy, you'll probably find your Lyran 
General much more active than a Chess King would be. Because of his combat strength, you may find it 
advantageous to get him into striking distance when threatened by an officer. As you play, you may come up 
with some pretty effective strategies of your own.

In combat you'll find that aggressive play is rewarded. Your pieces are stronger when attacking. Although a 
General greatly outmatches a Soldier (d10 to d4), it's possible for the Soldier to prevail. An attacking officer is 
on equal footing with a defending one of the next higher rank. Nevertheless, it's possible to lose the game due to 
chance, even if your strategy is perfect. Stuff like that happens in battle. The trick is to arrange your forces in a 
way that maximizes your chance of success. For best results, you'll want to cherish your high-ranking officers to 
give yourself the best chance of delivering a finishing stroke.
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EQUIPMENT
You can play Lyra just fine on a chessboard. Just set the knights aside and ignore the outer ranks and files of the 
board. When setting up the board, note that the Rooks and Bishops will exchange places, and use the Queen as 
the Assassin. But if you'd like to make a set like mine for yourself, I'm not going to pretend this was difficult. I 
cut a 12 x 12" inch sheet of plywood, glued some 2" tiles (from Home Depot) onto it, and then grouted and 
sealed it as you would a floor. I affixed it to a 12 x 12" picture frame in place of the glass and backing. The 
pieces are made from bits of craft wood that I got from Hobby Lobby: balls, eggs, doll pin stands, and screw-
hole caps. The dice can be gotten from any gaming or hobby store or online.

Or, you could play against a computer using Zillions of Games.  Keep in mind
that you'll need a copy of Zillions of Games to run it. Registration is only
about 25 bucks and for that you get, as the name implies, a potentially
unlimited supply of boardgames, card games, and puzzles. You can find the
ruleset on the Zillions website: 
http://www.zillionsofgames.com/cgi-bin/zilligames/submissions.cgi?
do=show;id=2839

The current ruleset for Zillions plays the original game without dice. It actually
plays a decent game, and follows all the basic rules, including the wonky
captures of the Assassin piece, and the fact that officers can jump over friendly
pieces. I'm currently working on a version that includes the new combat rules
with dice. This is a little tricky in Zillions, as it doesn't natively implement
dice or math, so I may do it in Ludii instead (or as well). In addition to
handling a more robust set of ludemes than Zillions, Ludii is free. And being
Java-based, it can run on any platform. I’ll be interested to see which engine plays a stronger game.
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Illustration 3: Lyra board and boxed pieces

http://www.zillionsofgames.com/cgi-bin/zilligames/submissions.cgi?do=show;id=2839
http://www.zillionsofgames.com/cgi-bin/zilligames/submissions.cgi?do=show;id=2839
https://ludii.games/


VARIANT RULES
(Try them out together or separately. See what works best for you!)

1. Officers can only step over lower-ranking friendly pieces.
2. An Assassin accumulates powers of movement. Each captured piece adds to its power.
3. On reaching the last rank, a Soldier promotes to a Lieutenant only if there are less than two

Lieutenants on the board. Otherwise, its movement is reversed and it gets another opportunity to
promote on the first rank.

4. A Lieutenant may promote to Captain on the last rank.
5. In combat, a push only occurs when players roll the same number. Otherwise, the piece of the 

player who rolled lowest is removed from the board.

End of document.
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